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Demon Inside 

This session gives Me access to the demons that live within you. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 35 minutes
Level: Moderate-Strong
Sample: LINK

This session gives Me access to the demons that live within you, as they are released, and
O/our demon souls become one.  I as your Owner. you as My slave.

Reviews

Friday, 02 August 2013 

I think I fell asleep the first time I heard this, and did not realise its power. I just listened again. I realise that most of the time I am nice
and logical. But in reality that is only a small part of me. A much larger part is the illogical demonic side that I keep suppressed. This side
has incredible power, and this file unleashes it. Even better it merges this power with the demonic aspect of our normally very sweet
princess. This unleashing and merging concludes in a very sexual way that seals our fate. Only this time it is not just the nice conscious
part of me that is enslaved, it is also my demonic aspect. In other words the totality of my being. Wow!

Keith Griggs 

Tuesday, 30 July 2013 
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I could not resist this induction. It brought me so deep.. Love this file, thanks Princess...

Bam Bino 

Wednesday, 17 October 2012 

pure fantasy file, different than others, unique and dark unrepeated fantasy, can't be done except by a Perfect Princess Shelle

Ahmed Hassan 

Saturday, 25 August 2012 

The basic premise of this file has interested me for quite a long time. I finally had the opportunity to listen to it today, and the one thing I
should say is that I should have listened to it far sooner. This file from Domina Shelle is one of Her earlier works, but it is fantastic. The
audio quality is very good and the person that is able to resist the induction in this file must be made of stone. Highly recommended.

Marcus Jetson 
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